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" 
SMILES is a string manipulation lari.guage designed 
. for the .. text analysis port1ion of the LEADER information 
retrieval system at Lehigh University. D~ring the con-
version of the language from the IBM 1800 computer on 
which it originated to a CDC 6400 computer, a formal in~-
vestigation of the language was. undertaken. 
The results of this formal study, alon.g with a syn-
. {" 
. tax-directed language GADGET aided in the redesign of the 
\I, ' 
LOADR pr<;>g·ram ( this program perf_orms the compiler and 
editor functions in the language). The syntax-directed 
technique provides a means of easy modification to the 
language to meet the changing demands of the LEADERMART · 
Project • 
The lan<juage is interpretive in nature, and may be 
considered to be executed on a virtual machine. This~vir-
-~--- tual machine, called the SMILES processor, is described 
from both the vi~tual machine standpoint and also from 
t.rfe program organization viewpoint. -Tlie -machine· has a 
r 
·~ . . ,-,, 
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I • . The SMlLES Language , an Overv-iew 
A. History of the S.MILE·s Language 
. . ·.~· . 
:.>" 
SMILES (A String Manipulation Interpreti~e Language ,, 
·"" 
for Easy Syntax). [l.] · is the latest in a family of string 
processing lang.uages developed at Lehigh University by the 
Center ·for Information Science for use in the text analy-
sis portion of an information retrieval system known as 
LEADER [2]. The original language, called LECOM [3]; was 
' 
similar to COMIT {4] and was written by W. Ralph Hilton in 
GAP (General Assembly Program) for a GE-225 in 1966-. 
. ' ' 2 •.. 
I:.: .• · 
. ' 
The next version, LECOM II· [5] , was written ~ D~vi~. -·-···-···· 
Reed in FORTRAN IV for an IBM 1800 computer in 1967-68. 
This version includeq. expanded capabilities and was used 
by ~eed in developing a Com~~tational Syntatic Analyzer [6]. 
In the fall of 1968, it was determined that LECOM II did 
not possess sufficient capabilities to be useful for the 
application of a new text analysis program, LEGRAM [7], 
' being developed by Michael B•Leibowitz. At this time 
~ 
James S. Green undertook development of LECOM III on .. the . 
__ 'l- __ 
IBM 1800. This version bee~~ operati(?nal ip. June 1_969, _______ _ ·-----,'-- -----..-~ - - - - -
but was much more powerful than either LECOM I, or.LECOM II. 
In fact, its basic structure was quite different than 
either COMIT or LECOM I· & II. To reflect this structure 
d.tfference, the '·new version of LECOM, was named SMILES. At 
that time, it was estimated that a single SMILES- rule could - · 
---- i 
• 
replace approxim~te·ly 100 LECOM II rules (a rule is a sin-













In June, 19-68, ... the Lehigh University Computi.ng Center·· .,.-. 
acquired a CDC 6400 computer. Its size· and power were 
~more Jappropriate for ·the _development of-a University-wide 
' i~formation retrieval network, called LEADERMART [ 8], b~-
... ~ 
~ 
ing supported by the National Science Foundation (GNlOSS-
~ 157) -under the direction .of Donitld J. Hillman. It was 
. 
. decided in June 1969 to convert the LEADER Retrieval Sys-
; 
1 
tem software from the IBM 1800 to the CDC 6400. It was 
duri·ng the conversion effort that this author, with the 
·,_,..,. 
•- aid of James Green, took over responsibility for the con-
version of the language. Conversion to the CDC 6400 began 
- - .. ,. ~,- --- - ·----·· .... -·----~. ····-' .. ,_ ;~ ·-- ·:. -. . - - - :..:..__ ... --:· .... -····· 
that June and was completed·by September 1969. Since 
i 
SMILES was written in FORTRAN IV, little difficulty was 
encountered in the conversion effort. The 1only problems 
encountered were conversion to different disk r;o· struc-
tures and roQ.tines, and the differences caused by the dif-. 
ferent internal representation of character data by the 
two computers. 




high-speed capabilities o~ t:Ae CPC .. 64.00,. and the .req.ues-t---~-----··· -~~-.~~- ---- ------ ·-··--- ------- ..... ·-· . -- .. -, -···- .... ··-· ·-·-· ---
for additional. features required for developm~_nt of LEGRAM, 
several new featu,res were incorporated into the language 
' 




---·--~- ______ ext_epsions to the language and not changes to its bas·ic 
structure. 
' • ' , 
During the development of LEGRAM, it soon became 
appai;ent that a straight-forward conversion from the IBM .. 
·, 
.. 




•. j • 
·,. . 
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1800 would not efficiently utilize~ the powerful capabili-....... _ ... 
ties of .the CDC 6400·, so effort was put forth by_ the author , . . 
<,~ to correct this situation.- As a result of this effort, 
SMILES became SMILES III (SMILES II being ·an intermediate . 
•1--,,. ........ _ stage which was never implemented). This is the version 
of the language now being used by the LEADERMART project 
0 
. B •. The Nature of the Lan<J!?:age 
Although the SMILES-III language retains some simi-
larity to COMIT, there are many major differences •. One 
of these is the notion of a Workspace, which is the key to _ 
. ···- J. 
the entire language. The Workspace is a linked list which 
,is manipulated by a program writtex:i in SMILES III (here-
after ~eferred to as a SMILES program) • 
.. (b: 
The list is comp_osed of "cells" which contain four 
data elements as shown in Figure 1.1. The first data item 
., 
SYMBOL DOWN u p RI t;, HT 
~--
-· 
---· ·- - ---·- - ----- --~ --
~·------~- -~~- ----
.. a,· LINlt LINI< L1Nk' 
' -........ 
'• 
-· ····- - - ------
---• --r - --------~ 
Figure 1.1. A Workspace Ce11 
t, in the cell is th.e symbol which identifies the cell and is 
the only data in . the,- cell which is ext~rnally --ava.ilable 
to tne SMILES programmer. . . ' The second pata item.may serve 
one of two purposes: It is either a pointer or linkage ~ " 
' ' 
.. ,
· directive to a cell beneath it, or some external data 
















~ ~ item which willi.-,lbe retrieved upon completion of the SMILES 
program. The third p·iece of ,data is also a pointer or 
- linkage directive which .establishes the cell which is di-
,/ ( 
rectly above the present. ce1·1. The last- data .item is a 
pointer to the cell to the immediate right of the present 
.. 
·cell (or it may indicate that there are no cells directly 
to the right) • 
• ' 
•. '.c,. It has been implied by definition of the pointers 
that the Workspace is essentially_ a "row-column" type of 
linked list. This is correct; each ·celJ. must either occur 
.. 
directly beneath another cell or directly to the right of 
a· cell. To insure this, the·first cell in tpe Workspace · 
is always dedicated as a point of reference and all other 
cells occur below this cell. This reference cell is r 
'. 
assigned the dedica.ted symbol, ·u $", and may not be modified 
by any SMILE·s program. A typical Workspace structure is 
shown·in Figure 1.2. 
$ 
- •. t 
A--C--E --H--1--L 
--~-·-----
-----· --t-- -- --- t - ·- -~ ----- -t-~-----~·-~------ . 
B---D F--G--Gl 





----· ~-' __ r~--- ---~ --
Figure 1. 2 •.. · A Typical Workspace Structure \.• ...,; ._ .. 
A ~MILES program manipulates the Workspace structure 
by fi.rst declaring a syntax structure using the SMILES no-
·:ti· tation. This ·notation partitions the linked list into a 

























·---- - - --·-- - - _ .......... --~-----·-··------- ---- ------·- ----
• I 
;- . 
called constituents, are· linked only ·to·the right between 
each other, with the first one starting immediately be-
low the refei;erice cell. · Such a partitioning is shown in 
Figure 1. 3 where the Workspace str\lct·ure shown in .Figure-
1. 2 is shown partitioned. 
I I I $ 
- I l - . 1-t 
' I I A--C-- I E . --> I H-- I I--L 1' I t 1'. I I 
• 
·-a--o I F--G--Gl I I 'J I t t I 
M 
.I I I Fl K . ~ . I --' J I 
I I I 
Figure 1.3. A Typical Partitioned Workspace 
This string of constituents may be modified by de-
leting a constituent, duplicating constituents,.permuting 
constituents, inserting single cell constituents between 
established constituents, or by a covering operation. 
This covering operation displaces the constituent to a 
,,--\ lower level by 9overing it with a new symbol as&wn in 
I Figure 1.4. 
- ... - ' 
·--··:: 
. . 
. $ $ f----- - . -------,·-·. ..---
,t. 





- ---- --- ---- - ------------·---- -- -
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______ ....... ___ -.- - -- .- ;-<- -- ' ·:--- -·· . --
' ;'.. . .. -· 
,igure 1. 4. A Covering Operation on the 
· -Cell Containing "AA 11 
. ~M.ILES_: statements (or rules) are composed of four sec-
· / tions. ,, As shown in Figure 1.5, the first part~of a· SMILES 
" 






. 'I ~ 
~----- ------ ,______._ -·--·-------·--- --- ------------------ . ·. ~ ' 
~ ' ., "• 
- l.., ., 1 for· reference when he wants .the execution of his SMILES· 
program to jump to, that particular rule. _ This· transfer. -
., . 
. te·chnique ·will be discussed in greater detail later in . 
. . 
this section. The next section, referred to as the· 11 IF" 
~ection, is used to define.t~e ~yntax form which the rule 
. intend~ 1.to ei~her detect or modify. If the syntax form 













-- ·--·-··-··---- .. ··.-·- _,_---· ._ -·- _ .. __ ._-~ ~--~--r·- '" .. -- ~-- -. ---...,.~::-:--· -----·.---- ·--_c-·· -- -----,~- -·= -c---~---·-·········-·---.. ~-----~---·-... ----,-.. --.-.· ·. ----· - ·. ; .·.··.:. .. -·· -·-< .' -...• ;. . . ' . '---- , 
,. 
· Figure l. 5. 'The Structure of a SMILES Rule 
the "THEN" section is executed. The "THEN" section modi-
fies the Workspace by referring to the constituents de-
fined by the "IF" section. The "THEN" section may be 
./ 
empty (o~ null), in which case the rule is. simply a test 
for the existence of a particular syntax form. 
The testing ability becomes useful due to the trans-
-fer abilities of each rule. For each rule there are two 
--~- ··-··---·----- ... 
transfers, an accept and a reject transfer. The transfer, 
the accept or the reject, that is executed aepends ____ solely 








on the "IF" section of the rule. If a match is made be-
tween the string .defined by the syntax of the "IFl'section 
,-} . 
and the Workspace, ·· then the accept transfer is executed 
upon completion of the "THEN" section of the rule. If a 
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,, transfer is, immedi·ately executed •. ( . <" 
l,1 
- ·- .. - ·--- ---- ... ... . •... -- --- -··- - I The transfer location may be either the transfer label .. -.· 
of a rule, the name of a subroutine, or blank. If a trans-
fer is blank, it implies that a transfer be made to the 
. ) 
next rule in the program. If the address is the trans fer 
label of a rule, then that rule whose label is specified 
is executed upon completion of the transfer operation. .A 
. . 
subroutine CALL _transfers control to a subroutine·and upon 
returning from that subroutine, transfers control to the 
" 
next rule in the calling program. 
A SMILES program is composed of a main line program 
,/ 
·"· .. if.... 
. .. 
. / Execution of each main · ·-----·--.. --- -·--- . --- .. --·-·- ... ____ .. __ ..... -··-,-~ --<;·_: ,:%-.-~.:-., .. ..., _______ - .. ~' with up to fifty (50) subroutines • 
) 
program or subroutine begins with the first rule and ends 
I 
with the last rule in the prQgram. When the last rule ·of 
.I 
a subroutine is e·~ecuted, control returns to the main line \'-· 
, .. 
program or whichever subroutine that called it. Subroutine 
calls may be recursive, either a subroutine may call it-
" 
self, or a subroutine may call another subroutine which V 
·-·-.. --- -·--;·-----,--------·---·: - --~- .. -- . 
calls the original subroutine. 
------·--·· -·-· --- --~------------------- -· - ..... 
C. Future of the SMILES Language 
, I 
11---------'---'----'--'----~---'-"-------D--u __e__to----the----i-nter.p.r.et-i-ve----na.-t~e--e-f th e--1-ang-uage-,-an-d-~ --------·--
.. 
.. .~ 
the structure of the LOADR (the program whic!i acts most ._ 
' - ') 
closely to the concept of a compiler), additi ns and revi-
sions to this language are rather simple to i plement. 
The addition of arithmetic features _would be quite easy to 
,, . 
~ implement, but at present, there are no demands for this 
type of power within the language. If such demands did 
·, ··"· • ,,"'f:,"'• 
. . ' 
---~----- -·-··--. ------------',.~--..-~---------------------·---~- .------- ' . -
·.. ~ 









occur, another· area of development and change would lie 
' , 
in the input (creation of the initial· Workspace)' and the 
_ou~put facilities of the SMILES execution program. Cur-
( 
rently, two versions of SMILES exist, one streamlined 
version,. for full scale text processing which exists under 
' 
LETAP (Lehigh Text Analysis Procedure)· [ 10] under which 
the programmer now has control over the Workspace creation, 
and a more- user-orientated version where.the user creates 
., 
.the, Workspace with appropriate data initialization cards. 
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_ As mentioned in ~he previous chapter, SMILES programs 
are executed in st·eps. This chapter will summarize these 
steps so that their function will be clearly understood 
when they are described in greater detail later in the 
paper. There are three separate programs involved in the 
execution of a SMILES program: the LOADR program, the 
INCLP progr~m, and the SMILES execution program. 
The program LOADR transforms the source card images 
of the SMILES program into a fqrm usable by the· SMILES 
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and produces a listing·of the source program and symbol 
table. The preparation of the source program card images 
involves transforming the source instructions into a con-
densed and slightly .revised form.· 
Each labeled rule within the program is assigned .an 
address within the loaded program· file and a symbol table 
of these addresses is built in the process. Upon com-
· · ple:tion of the trans formation process a ch~~15,- i~ per_fQr1ned. ____ .~--
to see if ther--e were any fatal errors det~cted during the 
process and if there were, the program aborts at this 
. point. If there were no fatal errors detected, then the + 
_____ address.--relocatio11 proces-s i-s---executed--·and ·the trans-f~r---
ins tructions are provided with the actual addresses in-
stead of the symbolic locations. At this.time, the loaded 
rQle file is complete .and ready for execution. 
./) 




---~~-~-=:-----:---:----::----...---~------l!l!lllm-----111111!1)11!1~~~~~~~~--~--~---~·~-.-------------., • • ... • ·,;. ' ---------~-·- .. ___ 1 ~--------- ---- ---- ----. • • . .. -~ . - ------------------ . ---------' ---------------· - _________,,, ____ --- /·, ·---····-·-··----11----·-·--. ' . 
., 
·•·1 




volyed, and ,·lengthly' it became necessary to incorporate 
a paging operation into the SMILES processor. · The paging 
·operation breaks the loaded rules file into segments or 
pages and utilizes a virtual addressing scheme 0.1] • In 
the LOADR program developed for th·e coc·· 6400, the page 
boundaries f~r the 1oaded rule file were manually assigned 
~y the SMILES programmer at suitable locations to minimize 
I the page-in operations. It was found that this require- -
I 
' ment on the part of the programmer often caused confusion 
ind thereby delayed the development of LEG~. It was de-~ 
cided that this operation should be done automatically by 
) 
. ,t.1-
_ --··--· _. ___ : ~:-.. "··-· ., -. _ . __ .. ___ ~he ne'v! LOADR progr~ to rel_ieve the pro9rammer of this 
. ...... -,,-;-···-··. ~---····~ -- .. · .... -- - ·.-
• 
task and free him to develop his programs without any 
knowledge pf this paging operation. By keeping this paging 
operation invisible to the SMILES programmer, it leaves 
, the programmer free to develop_ his techniques without . 
concern for program size. 
The INCLP program produces the "Inclusion List" file. 
The Inclusion List is an ord~red table of. equivalence re-
lationships between symbols referenced in the s~;i;~i;:-~--~ro-- ~~~------,-,-~-, - -- - - ___________________________ ,, ___ , ____________ ~----,.,------~~------ ----------- -~----- - ----~ 
gram. . The pro~grammer may4i);;, declare that the symbol "AM" 
is included in the symbol "A" and then by referring to f 
,. 
'• 
"A" in the ·program also refers to "AB". However, when 
- : -
. -- ---- .. -----
·-· . .. 
- .. -·- -- ...... ~ .-: -
-------- - .- "AB" is referred to in the progZ:am, "A" is not implied ~n. 
any way. 
The I.nclusion ·List allows -the programmer to refer to 
a set of symbols by including each member of the set in a 







. ·, .. _ 
l' ''-._ T• 
.... 
J, --~ 
,,, 4,_ • 
• I 
. ' 
., ' . . 
. 
-----·--· ----· ---~------- ----· ... ___ _,_' ·------~''---•·------ --·-------------
·- · ·---~--=··· ='----==··· ~~~==~~~~----




... ···------·-··· ~--.. --- .. -----· ·.·---~--~-
'l 
.l 
l· •• ... 
~ . 
each member of the s·et is· also implied. This .leaves the 
programmer free to mai·n.tain the individuality of each mem~. 
· .· .ber of the set and S·till be able to · refer· to the set as a 
si,ngle symbol. • 
/P. The program INCLP.builds this ·table from data ·sup-
plied by the programmer through data cards, and is., stc;>red 
.on a disk file.· This table or Inclusion List is.inde-
pendent of any particular SMILES prograitl and may be used 
. 
-
with many differen.t loaded ijrograms. /However, the pre-
sence of the Inclusion List is not necessary for execu-
;-
tion of a: program and, if not required, may be omitted. 
SMILES i,s an interpretive language and the execution 
i 
. ' 
i _! I,.,-.., 
-- - ----· - <~ 
... 
' ----- ·-··--- _ •. -- . --- - - __ . ____ .;'.' __ -·.· ~--~·- - .• --·-· --------- --.---:-·:c--c-·:-__ 
.. 
' ·.• .. 
program is an interpretive_processor which executes the 
special SMILES instructions produced by the· LOADR. S·ince 
the loaded program is kept on a disk file, it may be exe-
cuted more than once without reloading tQe program. The 
SMILES execution program also initializes the Workspace 
·, . ' \ from supplied data and transmits the resultant Workspace 
from the program execution either to a provided disk file 
or to the user through a listing of the Workspace. 
·- ·- ------~- ~ ---- ' ·, -
( Although these three steps are written as separate 
_programs, they may be executed as a single pro9ess. In 
fact a version of SMILES was written this way for use in 
stu.~ent. projects at Lehigh. 
~-
However, it is .. more con-
veriient to run t,hese programs separately since the inclu-· 
sion list file and the loaded~rules file are not always 
. '~ . 
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.. ..... -··----·· --·- ----.. - -·- •.• ··-····- ~- ! -- .•._, ___________ . _ .. ----.-· .- ·-·-~-- -----~· --. --- -------~-----· - ---- -- .... ---· 
III. The LOADR Program r 
. A. Introduction ... 
·' 
• ... 
As stat~d in the previous· chapter, the .LOADR prbgram 
behaves as the compiler for this system. The original 
LOADR program was written in FORTRAN IV for· the IBM 1800. 
i 
During the conversion to the CDC 6400, the program was 
entirely rewritten, again in FORTRAN IV, due. to the dif--
ferent disk I/0 structures and routines and the difference 
in the internal represent~tion of character data in the. 
two machines • 
Af,,ter a short period of time (about 2 months,), it 
became apparent that this program was inadequate for use 
·by the LEADERMART development project. Before the LOADR 
program was rewritten again, a study of compiler writing 
.[ 
techniques was undertaken. Due to the experimental in-
stability of the language processing requirements of the 
/ 
LEADERMART project for the development of LEGRAM, it was 
( 
decided that the new LOADR progra~ should have the fol-
lowing properties: 
It should have clear and meaningful diagnos-
tic capabilities concerning syntax error de-
tection; 
it should auto~atically.assign the page bound-
aries for the loaded rules file to remove 




' .. . ... 
- .. .,.. ··- - . ' - ' . - .... 
·--.•- -~-·-.-,--.---~-· ---·---·---;.··- -------~ -=-·---- and it should produce a well,-=formed output 
listing of t.h_e source program with a symbol 
table containing.as. much useful information 
as possible e 
Upon consideration of these requirements and most · · -
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,g: 
r 
. . . the "Syntax Directed" ·tec.hnique would be the best, suited 
·, \~ 
for r.ewriting the LOADR program ·to meet these specifica-
. 
' 
tions. Major factors in~olved in this decision were the 
following: 
The general flow of a compiler written :in, a 
.syntax Directed language is much· easier to 
design 11 follow, and modify:; 
the operation performed by the LOADR program 
is ~ore a problem of syntax recognition, ra-
. r, • ther than code generation; 
\.. 
and the program could be written quicker·in a higher level language and would be ·more easily 
"debugged" than if coded in assembly language. 
B. Syntax-Directed Teqhnigues in ComRiling and 
Syntax Recognition 
--- P-· •--•••-••" .~ •.. L..-1,' .·::·.• ••.-~' - -•N•-~,·-~--~-··· .• ,,,,_ .,_,, ..... _. - •, ••·•ON. 
.. 
Two basic techniques for Syntax-D1.rected. compiling . ., 
were investigated; the Syntax-Directed technique developed 
by Metcalfe[l2] and an application of the same basic tech-
J 
nique implemented by Professor William Barrett at Lehigh 
University [ 13]. However, it was decided not to use either 
! ' 11 
Both of these 
C 
of these techniques for a conunon reason. 
languages were developed to handle algebraic languages 
and, as a result, use complicated techniques to handle 
~--· ·-·-
"' 
backtracking, recursive coding, and ·other situations typi-
cally found in generating dode-for algebraic expressions. 
These features, in general, are not required for language 
processors • 
As stated previously, there is little actl,.lal code 
,if\ . ., 
generation in the ldading ·process, for it is mostly· a 
syntax recognition and error detection process. For this 
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similar to Barrett '.s _BAR-OAP, b\1t with a simplified out..:. ·· 
put scheme. The first step in the development -of this 
Syntax~Directed languagg was the specification.of the 
cla~s of ~ransformatioris and recognition problems which 
it would be called upo.n to perform. This required a study 
of the SMILES language syntax and a formalization of the 
transformations involved in the loading process • 
. . 
c. The SM!LES Syntax and Loading Transformations 
The first task in the study of the SMILES language 
was to.develop a formal description of the SMILES syntax. 
A formal backus normal description of the syntax··was de-. 
processes execute~y the loading operations were also 
formalized and appear in Appendix II. --From the formali-
zation of the transformations performed by the LOADR, 
it is apparent that most of the loading involves copying, .. 
symbols from the input source cards to the loaded rule 
file. However, this process involves the elimination of 
blanks between the constituents of the rule; the merging 
of individual characters into words; and the recognition 
.. 
of boundaries between cons~ituents not delimited by blanks. 




more complicated than the copy operations-, and one of the 
less complicated of these is.shown in Figure 3.1. This 
,,. 
transformation involves only th,e insertion of a "1-R" ·be-
,fore the number and the. deletion of the two periods. 
There .are some complex transformations_in the loading 
.. 
-•) 
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. " .II . N'OMBE;~,"-··" = • "1 R" NUMBER. 
.. 
. Figure 3.1. A' Simple Transformation. 
' -
. process and most of these are found in the _ "THEN'~ection. 
• I 
"I,- - ..... ' processor. The transformation found in Figure 3. l was 
triggered by the detection of ·a period, but some trans-
'• formations are not so easily identified. The.transforma-I. 
tion in Figure 3.2 indicates two of the more complicated 
.,·1. 
·4'.'· -- transformations found in the loading process. 
Nl n / n N 2 n 'n N 3 





"/K" N1 N N 2 -- 3. 
where N., i=l,2,3 are numbers l. 




formations of the Loading Process • 
It is obvious that in these types of transformations, 
there are no trigger characters to indicate a special 
... 
case of a slash operation until the slash itself is en-.... 
co·untered. To I further complicate m.atters, the exact type 
of transformation is not known until the second number of 







or absence of a comma is detec_~e~_. ____ '!'Jlis type of trans- ~-~-.-
'· 
formation can be performed by a look-ahead machine or a 
------~- ------------
- ----
-- ----- ----- ----
stack machine with a push-down list. However, by the use 
of some special features in the LOADR program, these com-
. --· -- plicated operations can be avoided. It·:, was for the sp~c.:_i~ - __,,,----- --"' 
I/ ----
. / fications of the transfoonations listed in Appendix II/· "' "" . 
. ' 
that the language GADGET ( Grammar Acceptance Device uti.liz-
1;~ng Generalized Enumeratton· Tecnn~ques) was designed, and 
' :,· 
• i 
' . . -,,-.~···'-""''"""--···'-':-''~ •. .£_,,,· ?.r,·-..••·4:~ .~-, .• _ ........ , .... __ ,,.~...._,_,_, . ....,.,._ .... .., • ...-_, . ....,. .... ,. - -· . -- --·-··;·· - . . -
y\: 
,I 
--- - - .... •. ~ 
;-a-
/· 
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,. I . 
D. GADGET 
. '··"""'""'' .... 
For the most part, GADGET is a syntax-direc·te·d com-
piler similar to BAR-OAP with the output operations changed -
-
for cdfivenience. To fully understand this language it is 
* 
useful to visualize the operation of the language as a· 
sequential machine [ 14]• Such a machine is shown in the 
Figure ·3.3, and represents the behavior of the language. 
- This machine has two tapes, an i~put tape and an out-
-
. put tape. The input tape has a single head which reads 
--~·-=· ... , ,_;__";.,c::: . --- .v .. - ·? .• " . • : .• ::: ----- -- _,.. • .,.. ___ -· ._._,_-_·:,"-;-"" . ...,. ···: •. ·---··.·-· , ..... - . -
a single character at a time, advancing to ,the right after 
,,·. 
I 
each character has been read. However, this head may be 
reset. to a location on the input tape by moving it to the 
location of the input head (this was a precaution to allow 
for backtracking operations). Howevec, once moved to a 
location, the input pointer may never travel to the left. 
The ou~put tape has two heads and both of these can 
only move in a forward dir·ection. The moving head (re-. 
£erred to as the M.H.) moves to the right one symbol for .. 
· e·ach symbol it writes and may never move to the left •. The -~~-
other .. head (referred to as the fixed head or F .H.) ·mo·ves ._, 
only upon command from the sequential machine and the only 
manner in which it may move is· to ·the- locat-ion--of the M.H • 
. It· does not write in the conventional m~nner, but rewrites 
a single "output" on the output tape or 'does nothing at 
. 
) 
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Figure 3 .3 • The GADGET •· 
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of this machine, it.seems appropriate-to ·give a formal 
description of these fun~tions • 
' -The complete finite-state sequential machine is -de-






(i) Ks • a nonempty finite set of "states", 1S 
(ii) ls . - a nonempty finite set of "inputs", 1S 
(iii)~ s • nonempty finite- set of "outputs", 1S a 
f (iv) 6 5 • function (called the next-state function) is a 
which maps.--K9 Xi8 into K8 , ~~.e., S8 (q,I) = q , 
where g and q a·re in K5 and I is- .,Jn I 5 • 
(v) .A_ s is a function (called the "output" function) 
-- ,.. 
~ .. . . 
>~-- ·-- • , .. "-•- •' .• >,_. -- . -"'-'<"'• ,-,•- --- ., .•. ,' •• "•• ."~:UC"- .-.~--, ' -··. ~- ,. '.,..: . 
which maps Ks xr into A , i.e., A (q,I) =.E, · 
. - - .... _, 
- \_ --- . 
. s s s . 
where q is in K8 , I is in s' and Eis a five-
tuple in ~s 
-Considering this machine in greater detaiL, let us 
describe the set of "inputs" and "outputs" referred to -, 
in the formal description and see how they relate to the 
loading process. The set K5 is the nonempty set of states .. 
_,., 
., 
of the machine, and each state may be considered _to be 
.the portion of the LOADR program which is executed be-
tween each.reading operation. 
. 
. --···· . -
- . - ··,:, 
-- ·---· .......... : ....... -- ·----- -·-· ········--···-'-·-·--··-·--------·-----------
-- th-e char-acte~- -s-e~~-whieh is----available--on· that machine· i-n:~ - ·· · 
c·luding characters which are not legal in the SMILES lan-
...,. 
-gu~ge. The chai;;acters· which are not used in the SMILES "l . ,j• ' ' 
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\: .- . 
~~qu~ntial macAine. _If . the possibili fy of one .of these ille-
, 
-gal characters being used as input to the machine exists, 
then the machin~ h~d betber be able to recognize t~ese · 
··,~ 
. and perform the appropriate . ~ransforinatiori and state • trans1-
tion. 
The set of "outputs"' 6. • composed of five-s' l.S 
' tuples, in which each element of the five-tuple performs 
,· 
a different function. Let E be an "output" in As, ~ may 
be represented by the ·five-tuple (e1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 ) where:. 
(i) e 1 f V · (.V is' the set of all valid SMILES Op op · .· 





- ----- ---- -- -- - -
(iii)·· · eJ E the . set TRj_; CfT;"·Where Rj_ TS.the ieSet·"df.:.. 
recti_ve to the input head; 
(iv) e 4 E the set (Ai, q:,), ~here Ai is the advance 
directive to the input pointer; 
. ~ 
·, (v) e 5 E the set (Af, ¢ ) , where Af is the advance 
directive to the fixed head.· 
The elements of the five-tuple rte used to perfonn the 
following functions: 
(i) e1 
(ii) e 2 . 
(iii) 
·-----···· · ···· (iv) , e 
4 
(V) 
Output to the M.H. 
Output to the F.H. 
Controls the reset operation of the· in-
put --·head. 
. -- . ···-···----- -
- .. 
Controls the _advancing of the input tape .... pointer~ 
.. 
Controls the advancing of the F.H. I 
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chine, -the only requirement pertaining to the order- of 
, "" . 
execution is that e 2 must be performed before e 5 • 
t · The purpose of the fixed head is to provide a tech-
nique for handling certain non-deterministic situations: 
which occur in the loading.prqcess. There are times·when 
it is not known which character is to be written on the 
output list until several.more input'chaiacters have ·been 
read. This look-ahead requirement can be accomplished by 
this machine without the requirement of temporary storage 
' 
,-.... 
are as (i.e., a memory requirement). It can be seen that 
the transformations Ci) and (ii) in the Figure 3.4 are of 
the form: 
. ·.c.·,·- .. =-.,-.-.;, ·- - -~--·- .... ,.,.,.,.- .. · ..•.. · ..... _,,,. __ ... - '·--· . . __ ·· .. ·, .. ; -·····-·, .... , .--.,· .. ··- ... ·.·· ... ,,.·•.,.- ... · .. ,- ---- ... _____ ._ ·-- .. •.• _____ .-, ·---·-·· ..... ·---. -·-------·· •,------ ·-·· - --~'---:--;' -., -- .·. --'· .... 
F 
. . ' 
. --- .. . ····-· ---.·- . -- ... ·······--.- .. ---· . 
~ 
( i) NSNCN = SmNNN 
(ii) NSN = S NN 0 
So until the third character in the input string is checked, 
it cannot be resolved whether the first character of the 










SYM~ 11 / 11 
N2··· II , II 
N2 
Nl 
II II , 
,= "IM"· N l 
= "IL" N1 
- "IL" SYM N1 
= "/L" SYM O 0 
· SYM "/" ·N ",." ,N2 = "/M" SYM N N . l . . 1 2 
• ••• ~--·· ••-~ •• ••·'' -U-•d•""'""""~•••,•-•- •• -•· •o• · • -··•~·•• •• • ·•-
. .i?-.;.;. 
·'·----- - ·-· ----· .. ••"·-···- -··· 
. (vi) ."I" = · " /K " 0 N l 
where Ni, i=l ,2, 3 are. numbers and SYM is any symbol. 
--· Fjgure 3.4. Transformations of the "THEN" Side. 
' ~ The fixed ·head i~ designed. to handle transformation 
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. .-
(ii).··· The· F.H. is stationed at the position.on the"4'".output· 
tape when the ambiguous output is written. In this case 
... ··- I 
. . ---~-. ·- -~ 
it is-the initial.character of the output·string (either 
"/M" or ''/L") . When the ambiguLty is resolved, the cor-
rect output is written on the output tape with the fixed. 
head. To perform all of the above operations correc~ly, 
a permutation instruction must be included. .This in-
structj.on permutes the last two "outputs" on the output 
·tape. It is realized that thi~ permutation instruction 
is not in keeping with the idea of a finite-state sequen- ~ 
.. 
tial machine, but is int-ended to be used as a shorthand 
notation for an operation which would'involve~ a tedious 
:~,""'. : 
exhaustive construction. Since a constraint exists which 
'""' 
limits the inputs of the machine to a finite set, then 
by exhaustion, a~·~: -special case could be made of every o~t-
put sequence which was to be permuted. To avoid this 
1, 
tedious task, the permutation instructi·on was included 
with the understanding that this did not remove the_ ma-
·. chine from the sequential/ machine class. 
""'· ... 
Before describing how the GADGET language can bangle 
I 
J 
these non-deterministic situations, the language itself 
will be discussed. There are six basic-·classes- of GADGET 







matching · op~ra-ti-ens 
pointer and head position manipulation 
special utility functions 
. symbol table manipulation instructions 
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- ._. . ·"·~ ''t'-': _,_,:. 
'\ 
in Figure 3.5. Worthy of special-mention are' the matching 
op~rators, which attempt to match whatever. is read by the 
\ 
input head with a s.pecif ied symbol. For example, .~he 
matching operator SLASH attempts to match. the next. symbol 
- ~ from the input tape against a slash. If a slash is found, 
the next ins .. truction is· skipped, otherwise execution pro-
ceeds normally. When a match occurs, the read:, head is ad-
vanced a single symbol and if no match ·occurs, the read 
head remains at its present position. 
It was decided that, in a/GADGET program, the coding 
. to handle certain syntatic cases would immediately follow 
.. 
the code used to detect these cases and thus if an ex-
pected syntax form is not present (the matching operation 
fails) there is a dedicated instruction location to con-
tain a branch instruction to bypass this code. 
To further explain the operation of the language, 
let us discuss the non-deterministi.c transformation exam-· 
/ 
ple associated with the slash .operations. In Figure 3. 6, 
a listing is presented of the GADGET coding which will 
differentiate between the first two transformations shown 
----___ ,~_. ,.- .· ---~--------:~-=--in Figure· 3. -4. Starting with the first line, the NONBLK 




, command advances the input head to the location of the 
next. non-blank symbol on the 
4
input tape and then the AD- .. _ 
·-
· .:........::--::-~---~---VANCE -directive moves the pointer on the input tape· to 
... 
the location of the read head. This combination is used 
l. 
















--- - . 
--- --~~--· --.-~--
OUTPUT: 











_ . ~- .Le. _ ,.,.,_.••. _ ..•• ,. . ,; ........ . POINTER. MANIPULATION: 
, 
. Write the symbol II AA'' on the dY 
output list. · 
p . • Copy theisymbol from_the in-
put tape to the output tape. 
Convert the last symbol on the 
output tape to its integer 
value • 
Write the symbol "AB" with 
the fixed head. 
Interchange the last two out-
puts on the output tape. 
Attempt a match on the symbol 
from the input· list and if one 
-is found then skip the next 
GADGET instruction • 
24. 
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Br in g the input pointer to the 
location of the input head. 
Move the input head to the lo-
cation of the next non-blank 
character. 
Read a~ complete SMILES rule 
from the input file • 
PRNTSYM 
BRANCHING OPERATION: 
/ Print the symbol table. 
JMP "LOC" 




Transfer execution of the 
procfrain to the location 
names "LOC" ~ 
Add the last symbol on the out-
put list to the symbol table 
(by definition) o 
Add the last symbol on the out-
put list to the symbol table 
(by reference) . ~ 
'FINDSYM Chee~ the symbol·table to see 
·if the last output is in the 
table. 
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CHNG IT /M 
JMP DONE 
-·. . .. ,.,.~-·- -. _., :'- ·:···· .. -- ~ ... ""'. 
THIS IS FOR CASE 2 















































· · · .... · · · · ·· · ··Figure· 3.6 . Th; GADGET coding to handle transformations - ... I 
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1-
'The·. matching operation NUMBER checks the symbol to 
see if it is a number; if it is not then the -string does ) 
not belong to either of 
' 
gram execution branches 
to this location occurs 
the- two cas.es 
to a location 
each time the 
I question and pro--1n 
called NOPE (a branch 
syntax of the input 
string fails to fit the requirements of the two transfer-
(" 
mations of the example). The fixed head is moved to the 
location. of the M.H. by the command MARKIT and then the 
number is written on the output tape with the command 
· PUTOUT. This number is in character form on the tape and 




Then the read· head· pointer is advanced to the loca~ ~" 
.. tion past the number by the ADVANCE command and a check 
is performed for a slash. When it is found, it is written 
on the output tape again with the PUTOUT commano, and 
the number and slash are permuted with the PERMUTE opera-
tion. This leaves the fixed head ready to rewrite the 
slash when the ambiguity is resolved. The read head and 
input pointer are advanced to the next nonblank symbol 
and a number is checked, written out, and converted to 
its integer value. Then the read head_ and input pointer 
are again moved to the nex;i: nonblank character resolving 
the ambiguity. · If this symbol is a c_omma (this is the case· 
expected), the program proceeds to handle the class (i) 
. 
. 
trans formation, otherwise. it branches to . the section 1·ab-
eled. CASE2 to handle the class._ (ii) transformation •. 
• F ~\ 
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·~ . 
I ,,1 
A·fter the comma is skipped, the. read -head and the in-
{ 
. ·, f. l , ..... put pointer are advanced to the/ next· nonblank and the ina--~~-- ----------·----:--
.. 
number is checked, written out,· and .conver~_ed to its 
integer value. Then the CHNGIT command is ~sed to rewrite'·' 
the slash with the symbol "/M" and the program bDanches 
to the locatipn DONE to indicate that it is done with this 
problem. If the comma were not present the program 
... 
J 
.. f ... ---would have branched to the_ location CASE2 and ch-anged 
the slash to 'the -sy~ol 11 /L" be·fore branching to the loca-
tion DONE. 
From the example just presented it should. be cle·ar 
how ~imple it is to write a syntax-directed translator 
in this language. As stated previously however, this lan-. ,_ 
guage does not possess the capibility to handle arithme-
tic strings and produce the correct operator precedence 
relationships in the output expressions. A complete lis·t-
int of the GADGET program used for the SMILES LOADR pro-
gram is given in Appendix v . -




--------The symbol table developed by- the LOADR program is a 
table containing all the transfer addresses·, including sub-
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the location of rules in the output listing, and inter-
I ' 
' nallY:. _ by the LOADR . to assign trans fer, .addresses for exe~ 
cutioh d.f the program. Each entry in the table consists -
,,J· 
\. 
-- ~- .... 
/· 
·t' 
. . . ~~~ .. 
, 
. "" ~ ·.·· 
of a syml;>ol and its attribute. An attribute is essential-
ly an indication of the u~age of that particular symbol 
_ .. within the program. 
2. Symbol Table Attributes .< 
" The attributes associated with each tran·sfer symbol 
. 
in the table indicate that symbol's usage within the pro-
.. 
gram and define any errors lfhich have occured which in-
volve that symbol. ·The various attributes available in 
' the symbol table are shown in Figure·J.7. 
1 ATTRIBUTE MEANING 
UR Unreferenced transfer label UD Undefined transfer label was .re-ferenced · SR The transfer label is the name of 
a subroutine MD - The trans fer label ha·s been defined 
more than once (2 blanks) The _ .. label has been both referenced 
and defined within the program 
Figure 3. 7. The .. Symbol Table Attributes .and Their Meanings. 
When each symbol is entered in the table, an attri-
' bute is.assigned to the symbol. These original attri-
butes may only be UR, OD, .or SR. -Upon encountering a 
. 
. symbol which is already in the table, it's attribute may··~or · 
" 
may not be changed depending-on: the conditions. A table 
indicating the approp~iate actions to be taken under all 
' 28. 
. - ---~ _,__,.,.. ---· ... 
·.~ . 
\.; __ . 
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.\ I n This table points out how an attribute· UD, may be changed 
to upon occurence of that symbol as a ·transfer address. -
, .. ;:., 
, 
-
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· Figur·e 3. 8. Table of Attribute Transformations 
. by Reference of S.ymbols Already in 
the Tablee 
3. Entry of a Symbol into the Symbol Table 
·A symbol may be entered into the symbol table in one 
of three w-·ays : 
-, ::·-~;-·~-
, 
The symbod may be referenced and is not already in 
the table (handled by the routine DEFSYM); 
the symbol may be used as -a transfer ·1abel of a· ru·le 
(handled by the :routine LABEL) ; 
·or iit may occur in an EXTERNAL ·statement defining it 
as a subroutine ·name {handled by the routine XTRNAL). 
· During the symbol table building operation, a counter is 
maintained giving the total number of symbols entered 
,. 
with the UD attribute minus the number of symbols with 
the UD attribute changed to 
-
• This total should be zero 
I --
at the completion of the loading of a single program. If 
the total is nonzero, this indicates that there are some 
symbols in the table with an UD attribute which is a fatal 
error • 
4. Addressing in the SMILES Language 
The addressing scheme used in the SMILES processor __ 
. ~ ' 
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I' 
utilizes a virtual addressing technique [11]. This virtual· 
, ... , 
address consists of a segment number and an offset within 
the segment. The segment number refers to the disk file 
. ' 
:-:.· record in the loaded rules file where the adoress po.j.nts ,· · ·,, 
' . 
i, 














1 - ' . ~,. 
and the offs.et refers to ~·location relative to· the be- · 
'•1, 
ginning of this segment. These two components of the· ad-
dress are put into a single computer word as shown in Fig-
ure 3.9 to. form .the virtual· address. Also included in 
- ' 
. . . . .. • • _f • h this word are other--data-1.tems ·retain_e_d __ ... .or ___ u_s_e ______ in _____ t ____ e ___ _ 
output listing of the symbol table and also error message. 
~ :· , 




""..,.r • • 
30. 
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Figure 3. 9_. The Virtual Address 
Methods of implementing this virtual address· f.or 
transfer·, operation are discussed in Chapter VI, The 
SMILES Processor. 
5. The Symbol Table Listing 
For the benefit of the SMILES programmer, the symbol 
table is included in the output listing produced by the 
LOADR. The entries in the table are presented in alpha-
betical- order along with their.attributes and the rule 
··~. 
number which they represent. A sample listing of the sym- ·· ·· ---· -·,.,---
/ bol rtable is shown in Figure .3 .10. 
AA r: UR ·s63 AC 
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Figure ·3.10. A sample symbol table listing ·:: ... 
I 
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F. Implementation of the LOADR Program 
' 
' " ~ ' The LOADR program, with the exception of a utility - I ' 
so·rt routine, is written in COMPASS (the assembly· language · 
of the CDC 6400). However, there are three levels of 
. 
' ' 
asse~l..y~_like coding inyolve~_!_ ____ Th~ ___ basic level of coding 
is COMPASS for the .utility macros which were used in writ-
ing GADGET and some of the other LOADR functions. The 
second level i_s- c~mposed of a set of macros which form 
the GADGET language. These are written in both COMPASS 
.. 
and with the utility macros previousiy mentioned., Finally, 
_the·LOADR program is written in GADGET, so actually all 
... 
• I 
, ... --·:·--. ----.the .coding is., as·sembled -by the COMPASS, assembl.er •. 
"""'.'J'",., 
In order to interface the LOADR program with the 
., 
\ fSCOPE [16]operating system of the CDC 6400, some system 
\ 
. 
communication routines must be utilized. These system 
utilities are needed to handle disk and standard (cards 
and printer) I/0, overlay loading during program execution, 
and other file management operations. The system routine 
for handling the disk I/0 was one of the critical factors 
in the design of the revised LOADR. 
' . 
The disk I/0 operations require both random and se~ 
quential access. The ideal characteristics of the re-
quired disk routine are: 
I 31. 
. . 
- - ~------ --
0 
1. · No intermediate buffer operations required (this ..... - .. , ..... " ___ "·' ........... ~., .. 
------'--------- ----"'--a=-
..... , ·~ 
·., 
.: 
wastes time and space and aiso limits the number _______ -.. --
of concurrent I/0 operation~ which may occur . 
concurre.ntly by the number of buffers)-; · 
2. Ability to redefine disk I/0 record sd.zes, and 
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• 
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' . 
The disk utility routine, INDXSEQ [ 17] , seemed qu·i te- ap-
. 
propriate for the task. This routine allows the programmer 
to: 
. r> . 
'- __ ... ....:· 
issue disk read and write operations without relinquish-
ing the central processor; 
all·ows disk r.ecord sizes to be changed during program 
execution with the one constraint that these re-
cords have a length which is a multiple of 64 words 
(this is the physical record size of the disk file 
and impossible to avoid unless an intermediate buffer 
is used for I/0 blocking, and; 
takes up -very little core memory (about 2509 words). 
It was found that by coding the LOADR in COMPASS, .... 
there was actually little need of this disk I/0 routine 
in the LOADR program. The disk I/0 operations could be 
done through direct calls to the system without much 
effort. However, INDXSEQ was written for use by FORTRAN 
programs such as the SMILES processor and it was intended J 
_,,:;- -
that INDXSEQ be used exclusively in the SMILE.S processor. 
INDXSEQ requires a file header label for each file con-
. 
taining identification and file length parameters and is 
used internally by INDXSEQ. Therefore, this label had 
to be produced by the LOADR program and this required 
study into the internal operation of INDXSEQ to determine 
what this label looked like. Production of this header 





· · · .. ,. .. -...... ., ... , · ...... · · found to be compatable with INDXSEQ. • ..... • •"~''••-· -• •• ~ • • • • ' ' ' ·• '••" ""' ·• •· ,~-, •• , ........ , ",. .~.-.•. •• ~ : .,,_;, .• ~ ,:,u:~... •-·""~··· •• • "" • ,, «·~--·-. ·- •• 
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Worthy of mention at this ~ime, is the routine CARDIN~ 
While this'· routine does not take an active part in the 
,. 
transformation process of the loading operation, it is of· 
• 













roQtine is responsi.ble. for reading the SMIL.ES source card 
s,tatements from the input fil~. This process of preparing 
the source cards for processing tnvolves: the by-passing 
and printing of all comment cards; processing the continua-
tion c_ards to present the LOADR transformation section 
·with a complete rule;·the numbering of each complete rule 
for use in the symbol table and during error notification; 
·"' 
,. 
the formulation and printing of the source card listing; and 
the detection of end-o~-program and end-of-file marks 
in the source input • 
Each time this routine is called, it presents a com-
plete rule to the LOADR transformation section. This com-
' 
. f • 
I plete rule l.S defined by the appearance of the third as-
,\ 
terisk after the start of the rule. Each rule, nbt each 
J 
source card, .is numbered for reference in the symbol table. 
When· an end-of-program or end-of-file mark is detected, 
the CARDIN routine transfe·rs control to the end-of-program 
section of the LOADR. This section performs the special· 
operations such as symbol, ·1 table sorting and printing; file 
management operations; and error notification. 
• , I . (% • 
-·-
The automatic paging requirement for the LOADR was 
handled in a simple manner. The page size was defined as 
a formal internal paramater of the LOADR program and all 
page operations were not to be externally visible. Each 
page of the loaded rule file may be comprised of only· 
. ·r· 
~ complete SMILES rules. · To insure · this , ·. the two GADGET 
output instructions, PUTOUT and PUTIT, perform..\ checks be-
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. rent page is full. If the page is f~ll, then an end-of- "-
page marker is placed where . the ;~tart of the next rule ;,----- · 
would be to ~ndicate to. the SMILES processor that a. page-






. - - -----------·-··. -·~~ 
' .. , 
Jj 
in operation should be done· ·before transfer to the next 
~ule can take place. Then the page is written onto the 
loaded rule file and the incomplete rule is moved to the 
' beginning of the page buffer and finally the word is writ-
ten on the output list. This paging operation is actual_ly 
an inte:rnal function of GADGET, rand the transformation 
program in GADGET shows no external signs that paging is 
being done. 
The LOADR program,is formed in three overlays so that 
y • 
the entire LOADR program is not taking up core memory 
throughout the entire execution of the loadi'ng operation. 
) This·· overlay structure was a natural consequence of the 
organization of the loading process. The loading opera~ 
/ 
tion is organized as a two-pass P/Ocedure with each pro-
cedure being executed only once for the entire source 
input. The flowchart in Figure 3 .ll shows: the program flow 
of the LOADR and also identifies the overlay partitioning 
of the program. 
(J 





ing operation and serves as a communication area between 
the other two overlays. It also performs program execu-
< 
...tion management and some bookkeeping operations. The 
first pass and the fi;rst primary overlay, transforms the 
source instructions irito SMILES instructions, produces 
. 
. 
the output !is.ting, and performs all error detecting pro-
A 
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When this first pass is completed through all the pro-
.. 
~ 
grams and subroutines, the total error count is checked 
- ------ - - ---·- .-·--·- ~------- - - ~-- ... ·-... - -- -- : . 
. : . 
.;• 
.. -··- •.;· -
...... ;<)_ 
and only if it is zero --·is the sec.and .pass. executed. This 
\ saves valuable computer time by not assigning address to. ---
a program which contains a fatal error and canno.t be exe-
cuted. This second pass, or second primary overlay, 
assigns the proper virtual ·addresses to eacn transfer in-
struction. (including the subroutine addresses). · The 
.. 
second pass is through the loaded rule file which had the 
space allocated for the virtual transfer adar·esses during 
. the first pass. Each program or subroutine has its· own 
symbol table containing the symbolic a.ddresses and their 
respective virtual addresses for the progra~. Another 
symbol table is composed of the subroutine names ·and their 
· virtual addresses. 
The LOADR program takes about 25000 8 word~ of central 
memory on the CDC 6400 with over _half of this- being used 
\ 
for I/0 buffers, symbol tables, and rule file storage. The 
LOADR can process about 4500 rules per CP (central pro-
. cessor) minute. A typical processing of a main pro9ram 
' 
~.· 
' \ and eight subroutines containing a total of 2300. rules re-
,quired 34 CP seconds, 41 PP seconds, and a total throughput 
~ time of. 47 seconds. The LOADR does not_requ·ire that the 
source input be on cards; i·t may use any file containing 
I 
card images' of up to 90 columns in length. However, o·nly· 
the f±rst 72 columns of each card are considered to con-
"··--1-
~··; 
!' . . 
•· 
... 
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·tain useful information, but 
·• 
The LOADR output may also be 
.. 
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the entire card 
to a file other 
· ..... : 
.; · .. 
-. .:. 
• is printed • 
than OUTPUT, 
" 
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IV. INCLP, The Inclusion List Generator Program 
I,•• 
., The Inclusion list~ was developed as an integral part 
of the SMILES language. It provides the programmer with 




the power to specify a set of symbols by using a single 
symbol to identify the set. ·An ex-ample of an application 
of this technique is the pr·oblem of text analysis. As 
the results of a dictionary look-up procedure (th·e dic-
tionary is .a table consisting of text words and their 
category symbolst each word in the text is assigned a 
category symbol and 1;.hese symbols ·are used to form the 
Workspace. By use of the Inclusion List feature, the pro-
grammer may specify each separate c_ategory symbol in spe-
cial-case rules, but still have the ability to operate 
on general category classifications by using a single 
symbol. This allows the programmer to take advantage of. 
both the careful categorization available by the dictionary 




I ~ - • 
The program INCLP generates the Incl.usion L.:f'st from 
data supplied in card form by the programmer. This list 
maintained on a disk file and consists of pairs of sym-
indicating that the second symbol includes the first. 
For xample, the pair, "AB" "AA", would indicate that "AB" 
.,- _.. ___ ... _ -~ ··- ............. __ • · 0 '~"-~"-S-···-.. --.. ~,,n .. ·cl·'·u·de·d· · ;n·····""AA~"·. ,-, .,.,_,._., ' --~·-·-·-· . . ..L . 
.l!., • 
put-list~ng which tabulates all the symbols included in 
,,. 
· a single symbol along with a listing of the symbol pairs 
used as input data. These two listings allow the pro-













. . ... granmier to determine both what is included 1.n ··any given 
' symbol, and which symbols may include that symbol. A. 
sample listing of an Inclusion List is shown in Appendix-
VI. 
The program is written in FORTRAN IV and is very 
similar to the original program written for the IBM 1800 
by J. S. Green. The· file is organized into se·ts of pairs 
,.of symbols with the set identity controlled by the initial 
character of the fi~st symbol in each pair. Each set is 
composed of those pairs of symbols whose first symbols 
begin with the same character. A directory to these sets 
t.'t· L 
is included in the file and lists the initial characters._,. _, ,,.~.~ 
along with the locations in the list of their respective 
sets. Investigation. shows that a binary search would 
produce a quicker look-up operatio~ than this dictionary 
is able to give, but.a binary search requires that the 
list be completely sorted. No sort-merge routines were 
written for the IBM 1800 for this purpose, but a routine 
p ~ is available on the CDC 6400, and this change will prob~-
--- --bl y be implemented along with some oth-er modifications 
-# 
-to the SMILES Progranuning System to improve its operating 
efficiency. 
Internally, the Inclusiorr<tist functions as an "in-
Inclusion List, the Inclusion List is used to see which 
categories include the category from the Workspace and this 
incl·uding category is compared to the category from the 
1' 
.·,. l'"~"'" 
·.. . ~ .. 
39. · 
. ..., 
. ,, . 
..... 
.; r • 
. . . . 
SMILES rule . 
.. ~~ 
This restriction means that a single symbol cannot 
·· · be included in more than one symbol. If the -structure ·of 
·''' 
the Inclusion. List were chang~d so that when a symbol was 
..J, 
referenced, all the categories it includes were also re-
(. 
ferenced, then-the same symbol could be used as a member 
of many sets. This w·ill be another topic· for· investigation 
in the future and might produce a further, increase in 
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V. The SMI.LES Processor 
·(' 
A. An Introduction 
As stated- earlier, the SMILES processor ·.is an inter--
pretive processor and was or·iginally written by James 
. J 
Green in FORTRAN IV for the IBM 1800. The original ver-
sion was structured in three, absolute linked overlays but 
. i 
when the program was converted to the CDC 6400, .. enough 
core memory was available· to combine these overlays into 
a single program. The disk I/0 routines and techniques 
were also changed and modifications were made to compen-
sate for di--fferences between the two machines. The pre-
sent SMILES III processor is not very different from the 
.. 
- .... ..,. 
original converted processor, however, some new features 
'·l· 
have been added and the addressing scheme has been changed. 
The SMILES processor may be considered to be a vir-
tua! computer (ll]and this virtual machine is represented 
by the diagram i.n figure 5.1. It will be helpful to refer_ 
to this diagram when the internal functions of the processor 
are discuss.ed in greater detail later in this chapter. 
B •. Execution of a SMILES Program 
A SMILE$ program consists of one or two files; the 
loaded rules file and the Inclusion list file (which is not 
~ecessary for execution). Execution of a SMILES program 
begins by loading the SMILES processor into the core of 
the CDC 6400 and executioning it. - From this point, execu-
.tion is controlled by the SMILES processor. The first 
.,, 
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Figure 5 .1. The SMILES Processor ..... _. . 
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-the ·Inclus·ion list table from the· Inclusi·on list file, ' . 
' if it,exists. Then certain statistics tables ar~ ini-
' 
tialized for the run and the ·processor is ready to begin 
\ 
execution of the SMILES program. The Workspace is then 
initialized by the I/0 routine WKSPC which reads in the 
. l 
symbols forming the initial string and sets up the exter-
nal reference pointers in the string. Then the tables 
for this Workspace are ini·tialized and the program limits 
are defined. These progr·am limits are a time limit for 
' the execution of that Workspace and a limit on the total· 
'/ 
·--
numb er of rules which may be executed in the processing· of 
. the Workspace. 
. . .- . 
At .this point, the first rule of the main program is 
1.-> 
executed and execution continues until normal termination 
of the program occurs, SMILES detected execution error 
occurs, the time limit runs out, the rule limit is_ex-
·3 . 
. . ceeded, or the Workspace is exhausted through extensiy~ 
cell creation. 
The final Workspace str~cture is then either written 
· onto a file for later reference, or is printed for the user. 
An example of a· SMILES pr,ogram execution is shown in Ap-
pendix IV •.. In either cas~,~ the time used, both CP (cen-
tral processor) and PP (peripheral processor) , the total·. 
number of rules considered, and the total number of Work-. 
space cells utilized are printed to inform the ·user of the -_ 
. .' . 
manner of ·execution performed. An exit mode is also in-
eluded to identify the mode· of termination, whet.her normal, 
. pr by 09cure~ce of an errpr whi<?h the code will. identify. 
4• .. 
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·DThe SMILES Processor will create a new Workspace ·and repeat~ 
this cycle with each set of data until the input:data is 
exhausted. 
.c. Addressing and Paging iri the SMILES Proce.ssor 
The only addressing which occurs during execution of 
a SMILES program are the trans··fer operations. There are 
three possible modes of transfer and these are executed 
I 
in the same manner regardless of which type of transfer, 
accept or reject, is being exe~uted. All transfer opera-
J 
tions are handled by a routine called IXFER which when 
, 
given a,transfer address, "A", returns only the offset 
· within the present -page in core. This function actually 
' 
does much more than strip off the offset, however. First, 
the vir~ual address is checked to see if it is zero. If 
this is the case, then the transfer is to the next rule 
in the program. The offset pointer is correctly positioned 
., 
. r 
- -- I 





and then the new value of this pointer is returned. . ---~--·--- - ·- - - --- -- -- -----··------ ,r 
• 
I! the transfer is non-:zero, 0 µien the segment num-
,_ 
ber is examined to determine if the requested page is in 
·f 
core at the present time or not. If it is, then the off-
\ 
set is calculated and the pointer is set to the correct 
address. If the page requested is not in core at the pre-
sent time, the address translation controller requests 
that this page be read in by th~ disk I/0 routine... The 
-
·page-in-core register i~ then set to this new page and 
... 
the prope.r offset calculated. Then. the address transla- ,~ 
. ~;~· 
'~- tion controller waits until the proper page has been read 
.,.. 
·-
... ,-•;-·••••"c..--·"<•-•-•-·--••, -- "·--· -~-.- -~ .-•·-• .. -.-·. -·,- ... ,.- , 
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' 
into core and th.en returns the new offset ·to the S.MILES 
processor. A flowchart of .this p·rocess · is given in Fig-
ure 5. 2. · 
Subroutine calls are handled in much the same way 
\ .. 
except that the subroutine call is detected befor the ad-
- ) . 
dress translati?n contr_~ller p·erforms its task (a flag inti 
the virtual address indicates a subroutine call. See 
Figure 3.1. Before each address is passed to the address 
• 
translption ~ontroller, it is examined to see if it .. is 
.. 
a subroutine call. If a subroutine call is detected, then 
the return address is added to the push-down list of re-
-./ 
turn addresses and the subroutine flag is turned on~ (The 
return address is also a virtual address.) The address 
of the subroutine is passed to the address translation 
controller just as a normal transfer operation., 
Subroutine execution begins with the first rule. in 
"' 
the subroutine and continues until the last rule in the· 
subroutine is executed. Then a flag is encountered indi-
~ 
~ 
eating the end of a program or subroutine. When this 
flag is encountered, the subroutine flag is checked to 
. ., 
see -if it was a subroutine being executed. If the flag 
., ' 
is on, indicating a subroutine termination, the last ad-
. ---- ·1 ., 
.. ···- ---···· --··--····-··--· .. _____ -----~----------···-----~-. 
dress entered into the· return address push-down list is· 
~ • I 
retrieved and the push-down :list is examined to see i,f 
there are any return adc.}resses remaining in it. If there 
are~ then the _subroutine flag is left ~n, otherwise it is 
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Figure 5.2. IXFER- The Virtual Address 
Processor 
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. . . 
address translatio,n controller and in this manner control 
is returned to the calling -program. 
In the virtual machine representati~n, the virtual 
_ address is shown composed of th.e location counter (the off-
set) and the segment counter (the required ·-p_age) • The 
page in core is kept in the present page register and the 
function IXFER is represented by the address translation 
controller. 
D. Execution of ·a SMILES Rule 
Each SMILES rule is composed of three sections, the 
'· 
"IF" section, the "THEN" section, and the transfer section • 
. Execution begins with the "IF" section and in the virtual 
,.., 
machine representation, the status or mode register is 
set to indicate this • Each word in the "IF" secti,on is ex-
amined and the proper operations for this instruction are 
executed. There are both multiple and single word in-
structions, with the first words of the multiple word in-
/ 
structions indicating which class of a .rgerieral ins true-· 
tion is desired. The execution of :the SMILES processor is 
shown in the flowchart in Appendix III. 
A~ mentioned before, e!'"ach symbol f ram th·e loaded 
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\ 
it-indicates by searching a list of SMILES operations. In- · -__ ,j 
aertion of a new feature into the language is rel~tively 
---
! 
easy, with just the- addi tio.n of· a new symbol into the op----------------------'._·:-------------
-. ii 
eration list and • section a new processing 
operation. 
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All· a~tempts to match symbols -from_ the SMILES pro-
gram to symbols in the W~rl~space are done by a single rou-
tine in the SMILES processor, KONSTLK. This routine han-
dles matching checks between the Workspace and symbols 
in the so.urce program 0 symbols in registers, and pre-
viously defined constituents. Each comparison is checked 
through the Inclusion list to ·see if the symbol from 
the source program includes the· category from. the Work-
space. 
As the "IF" section of the rule attempts to fi.nd a 
match in the Workspace for its syntax-description, it 
~ay. be necessary to backtrack or restart the. search· opera~ 
tion. The rule and Workspa"ce shown in Figtire 5. 3 are a 
typical example of this type of situation·. The rule is 
attempting to find the string AC DEF or the string 
BCD E F anywhere in the· Workspace. On this first pass 
it finds the string AC but not the DEF, at this point 
it must backtrack along both the Wor~space and the "IF"· 
section to correctly perform the matching operation. Then 
the string BCD E Fis corre~tly identified. This ba~k-
tracking is done with th·e aid of two push-down" lists 
labeled NBT and NPD in the virtual machine illustration. 
------- ---·-- --~-- -These lists keep track of locations wher.e backtracking -
could occur and allow for nested sy_~tax de'f ini tions in the 
' -... ~ ... ,--,- ----.... - ....... _,. --
"IF" section. 
---·---,-- .. ·----- ·-- . .. . -_.. : :·~-·---.... ~ ·--. •--.---····-··· ··--·-· -
During the execution of·the "IF" section, the Con-
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-sis ts of the starting cell number and the final cell· number 
/ 
for each substring of the Workspace which is defined bY~. 
the "IF" se~tion syntax. These constituents form a single 
level string which is linked only to the 1e·f t and to the 
' -
right. The initial constituent is only linked to. the top --
and to the right and the final one is only linked to th.e 
.• ,., -l• 
left. 
Upon successful· completio·n of the "IF" section of a o 
rule, control is transferred to the "THEN" section of that 
rule. · The "THEN" section operates .on ·the Workspace through. 
~ e I . 
the c_onstituents formed by the "IF" section· of the rule. 
If the "THEN" section is empty, no action is taken on the 
Wo.rkspace and control is transferred to the Accept trans- "" 
fer section. If the "THEN" side of the rule is not empty, 
then the Workspace will probably be modified by the rule. 
With the non-empty "THEN" section, the Workspace is com-
pletely rebuilt. The reference cell containing the 11 $ 11 
is retained, but only those constituents which are men-
tioned in the "THEN" section will remain in the Workspace. 
The SMILES pr9cessor scans the "THEN" section from 
left to right and adds constituents; modifies consti-
tuents·; or adds new s.ymbols. to the Workspace as it en-
counters the instructions in the "THEN"· section. To mo-
. . 
dify and add new cells-.--to the Workspace, a push-down list 
of all the unused cells is maintained.· When a cell is 
· · · discarded from the Workspace, it is added to this push- - ...... ___ ··-·· ... 
down list. To add.a new cell to the Workspace, this list 
is consulted to obtain the number of an unused ce.1-1. If 
. ' ' ' 
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(" 
the· list is exhausted, .the smiles p~ocessor · terminates · -
the execution of the p·rogram for that partic·u1ar Work-
.. 
space and returns an error code to indicate -the cause of 
· the abnormal termination. 
-
During this scan -of the "THEN" section, each charac-
ter of the "THEN" section is checked to see if it is an .. 
asterisk. This third asterisk of the rule is an indica-
tion to the SMILES processor_ that the "THEN" sect.ion is · __ 
· completed. If the "IF" section fail-ed to match the Work-
space, then the Reject transfer is.executed, otherwise 
the Accept transfer is executed and the processing of the 
rule is complete. 
E.. Operation of SMILES in Development Mode 
As stated in previous chapters, SMILEs.l was developed 
' \ 
-
to- be executed under the control of LETAP. However, for 
developmental purposes, it was found necessary to develop 
a version to aid in the development of LEGRAM through the 
~ utilization of debugging or tracing aids which were not 
compatable with LETAP. 
- .. 






















- ---------·----~--~_--··---~-;-i,~··_·-~-:~---·aifta supplied on cards. This eliminates the necessity 
. ' . 
for utilizing the dictionary look-up techniques or for 
that matter· the .necessity of having a dictionary of syn-
-
tatic c~tegories. The results of·the SMILES processing 
of ·the strings,is returned to.the programmer through a 
linked list drawing routine developed by Green. This 
routine prints the Workspace with each 0 cell in the posi-
_tion. determined by its pointers. 
' [, ' ,, 
. - ~ 
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. In order to locate errors in the program logic or to 
observe the.behavior of particular sections of the prog~am, 
several tracing options were.developed. Originally on 
the IBM 1800, these options corresponded to the sense 
switches on the control panel, but on the CDC 6400 they 
correspond to internal flags in the SMILES processor. 
Each switch controls the status of a single tracing option 
-








, i'dentifies · the rules whose "IF" sec-
tion found a match in the Workspace •.. 
· prints the Workspace which the "IF" 
section of a rule accepted before the 
"THEN" section processes it. 
identifies each rule in which the 
' 
"IF" section failed to match the Work-
space. 
prints the Wo~kspace by a method dif-
ferent than the linked method used by 
Green (developed for cases where the 
physical·limitations of the printer 
paper prohibit proper printout of the 
Workspace. 
(6) prints the Workspace after the pro-
cessing by the "THEN° section has been 
·------··------·-----·---·-·-·--· ·-comp·l·e·te·d;;····· ........... -... --.. -·--·-·.·---·-· .. ----···-------------·--·-·-· .. ·····-------·----·----·-------------
- -. These switches are all independant, althoug~ some 
have no meaning unl~ss used in conjuncti9n with certain 
'·/ 
others. For example, the trace produces by switch 3 wi,~l 





i·t a_re identified by_ the trace pz;-oduced by switch 2. ._~--- ••, O•M,0•.•:•••'""'"•~~o, •••:•:~·:_·.--:~•, 
As the text analysis procedure became more detailed 
-and lengthly, it became increasingly inconvenient to run ,· 
~ .. 
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• l ~ an analysis of a string· with a trace in effect for the en-
I tire processing. To make tracing more convenient, a de-
layed turn on·option was ~eveloped. This allowed the 
' 
SMI-LES programmer to turn on individual switches after a 
specified number of rules had been executed. For example, 
he could turn on switch 2 after 250 rules had been exe-
cuted, ~nd then switch 3 after 300 rules had been executed. 
This option helped eliminate the problem, but better ·. 
still was the option to turn on the switches over a speci-
fied interval. This allowed the programmer t()P' turn switches 
on for intervals of execution and for as many intervals as 
he wished •. For examp~e, switch 3 may be turned on for 
the intervals 250 to 300 and 450 to 600. This ability to 
be able to turn off a switch makes it possible to trace 
prqgram execution through an interval and still see the 
final result without'all the intermediate operations be-
ing disclosed. 
It has turned out that these ~racing features proved 
to be invaluable in the development of LEGRAM. It appears 
that th~y are also valuable tools for the study of the 
.- SMILES operations. 
.. 
F. _Operatiops under LETAP 
- ·-·· - -'····-·-- - , .. 
LETAP (Lehigh Text ~alysis Procedure) is the monitor 
------------------ program for the processing operations of the LEADERMART 
system. The SMILES processor operates under it in pro-
duction mode in a slightly differe,nt manner than it does· 
· in program development mode. SMILES is a single overlay 
" 
'. t '! 
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• \1.' • \ under LETAP and operates. as a two-tape machine·. The in-
p~t tape ·is produced by: LETAP consisting of strings of 
category assignments for the wordJ in the te·x
1
t to be 
analyzed and the output is a string of symbols indicating 
:the sentential structure of the sentence. This is used 
to loca·te and identify the different types of noun phrases 
- within each sentence. 
Eac_h category assignment in the input tape carries 
along-with it an external word number which uniquely 0 
~-
identifies each symbol with a word from the document being 
analyzed. No output to the user is given with the ex-
~eption of a list of the results of each sentence analyzed. 
The processor reads input from the input tape until an 
end-of-sentence terminator is discovered, processes the 
sentence, and then writes the output tape with the re-
sults. Then the next sentence is read from the input tap~ 
and analyzed. This is repeated until the input tape is 
exhausted and then control return·s to LETAP. A ·diagram 
of the LEADERMART Text Analysis Procedure is shown in 
"t,. 
•· 
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VI~ Cc>'nclusion ,· /. . 
~·"' .. • 
' A. Results 
As a result of rewritin~ the "SMILES LOADR program and ___ -~-
a careful investigation into the organization of the SMILES. 
. ' 
processor, many-improvements to the programming system 
have been made. This is evidenced by a reduction in the 
•. r' -
execution time of a typical job by. 60 per cent. Just as 
important, the earful study of the SMILES Programming 
-
System showed several weaknesses in the organization of 
the programs. 
A signific·ant result was. the overall improvement of 
the LOADR program when a formal study of the problem was 
made before the rewriting was initiated. . The time taken 
. . 
to study the language, transformations, and compiling 
principles paid off with a program which is easy to debug~ 
follow, and modify. In a situation where many people have 
f'J 
J 
access to the same progr,~µi, these characteristics a:ce 
ideal • 
B. Future Developments of the SMILES Language 
r 
During the study of the.SMILES Programming System, 
many programming deficiencies were noted in the SMILES 
execution programe One example is the search technique 
. used in the Inclusion List utilization where a binary 
. -. --c,, .. -, ....... s .. earch. wo.uld b.e. much faster: than .the present . _method •... __ ---··-·---------·-···--------"-·----·--·-----· · 




These possible improvements have"been recorded and will 
probably be made along with some organization changes to 
f ' 
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A major area .of inve.stigation will probably be the 
·- implementation of a look-ahead paging scheme in the SMILES 
processo.r. .This would require -an area which would hold 
two pages in core at one time ·instead 'of a single page as 
is done now. While the SMILES Processor is executing the_ •--- -- ... 
program in one page, the disk I/0 routine could be bring-
. . ing the next expected page from the ·q_isk ipto the memory 
of the SMILES Processor-. A statistical investigation was 
made into the interpage transition (transfer operations 
' ; 
between pages) and it ·appears that-between_80_percent and 
•. 
90 percent of the interpage transfers are between se-
• .. L . quentially assigned pages. This means ·-that between 80 and 
90 percent of the time, an accurate page-ahead operation 
could be performed. These statistics appear to be the re-
sult of the straight-forward,.programming technique used 
' 
. in the LE GRAM program ( the SMILES program used in LE GRAM) • 
This page-ahead operation would increase the throughput 
of the SMILES Processor by decreasing the page-in opera-
tion dead time (the time when the SMILES Processor is 
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